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1. Introduction
From the point of architectural BIPV, however, it seems to be reasonable to distinguish between opaque modules and semi-transparent or translucent modules.
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2. Study approach and aim
'light-through'
'light-through' ↔ 'see-through'
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3. Solar cell patterns of crystalline silicon cells

3.1. rectangular PV panels – homogeneous cell patterns
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3. Solar cell patterns of crystalline silicon cells

3.2. non-rectangular PV panels – homogeneous cell patterns
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3. Solar cell patterns of crystalline silicon cells

3.3. *emerging heterogeneous cell patterns*
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3. Solar cell patterns of crystalline silicon cells

3.4. the quest for designed, parametric patterns
Patterns are

“a potent device for architectural articulation” (Schumacher, 2009),

“critical expressive devices” (Zaera-Polo, 2009).
“it is usually disguised by introducing an overlapped pattern or a 3-D manipulation of the surface”
(Zaera-Polo, 2009)

“substituting orthogonal matrixes with innovative geometries developed by means of complex generative processes, based on casualness”
(Scognamiglio et al., 2006)
4. 'W(e)AVE' – tilted and wave-like cell patterns
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To make this approach operational, 'W(e)AVE' is based on two parameters:

First, the spacing of the solar cells in cell-strings can have more than one distance. However, linearity is kept in cell-strings.

Second, interconnection between neighbouring cell-strings doesn't require the cells to lie exactly side by side, an offset between cells is possible. However, parallel position of cell-strings is kept.
Case study I

tilted pattern, rendering of a two-panel BIPV
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sinusoidal patterns
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Case study III
free-form pattern, rendering of a five-panel BIPV
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Case study IV

'W(e)AVE' pattern as transition between standard patterns
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5. Conclusion
With the parametric approach 'W(e)AVE'
a wide range of solar cell pattern variations
akin to contemporary architectural design
become possible,
and enhance the options for individual designs
and architectural integration of PV
under the premise of “disguising” greatly.
A flexible change in the level of transparency enables the architect to set the visible connection between the interior space and outside of a building into a complex relation.
Thank you for your attention

Robert BAUM
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